r Patients with low socioeconomic status (SES) experience poorer survival rates after diagnosis of breast cancer, even when enrolled in Medicare and Medicaid. r Most of the difference in survival is due to more advanced cancer on presentation and the general poor health of lower SES patients, while only a very small fraction of the SES disparity is due to differences in cancer treatment.
r Most of the difference in survival is due to more advanced cancer on presentation and the general poor health of lower SES patients, while only a very small fraction of the SES disparity is due to differences in cancer treatment.
r Even when comparing only low-versus not-low-SES whites (without confounding by race) the survival disparity between disparate white SES populations is very large and is associated with lower use of preventive care, despite having insurance.
Context: Disparities in breast cancer survival by socioeconomic status (SES) exist despite the "safety net" programs Medicare and Medicaid. What is less D espite the safety net insurance programs of Medicare and Medicaid, disparities in breast cancer survival by socioeconomic status (SES) persist in the United States. [1] [2] [3] [4] There are well-documented disparities in breast cancer survival by SES [5] [6] [7] [8] and by race. 2, 9 Education, 5,10-13 occupation, 14 census-tract-level poverty, 2, 15, 16 and access to health insurance and preventive care [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] have all been shown to predict differential outcomes in survival from breast cancer. These disparities persist in the elderly population despite near universal insurance coverage through Medicare and Medicaid in the United States. It is also known that high-and low-SES patients differ in their health status at the time of cancer diagnosis, 2, 23 and that high-and low-SES patients receive different treatments for their cancer once they have entered the health care system. 1, 2, 13 However, the relative impacts of patients' baseline health and the cancer treatment they receive on disparities in breast cancer survival by SES and race are not clear.
There are logical contributors to these SES disparities in survival: (1) disparities in the timely diagnosis and presentation of patients developing breast cancer (such as differences in stage and tumor size at diagnosis); (2) disparities in the prevalence, diagnosis, and treatment of comorbidities, present or developing, when breast cancer is diagnosed (that is, disparities in the general health of patients when they are diagnosed with breast cancer); and (3) disparities in the treatment of breast cancer once patients have been diagnosed. Furthermore, there are important confounders keeping us from better understanding etiologic factors related to SES disparities in survival, the most important one being race, as the survival disparity often reported by SES is confounded by race, and the survival disparity by race is often confounded by SES.
The problem with most studies on SES and breast cancer survival is that race and SES are closely entwined. 24 If both variables were added to a model, the coefficients on race and SES utilized for assessing the survival disparity would be difficult to interpret, and the determinants of the disparities would not be interpretable. In this study we present 3 series of matches that focus on the disparity in breast cancer survival experienced by 3 groups of disadvantaged women-low-SES (LSES) nonHispanic white women, LSES black women, and LSES Hispanic white women-in order to better understand reasons for potential survival disparities in breast cancer.
Using these matches we ask the following types of questions: Do notlow-SES (NLSES) patients who presented with similar baseline health at diagnosis to LSES patients, but whose disease was treated like typical NLSES patients, have better outcomes than NLSES patients who both had similar baseline health at diagnosis and received treatment like their LSES counterparts? If treatment were contributing to the disparity in outcomes across SES levels, then NLSES patients with both similar presentation features at diagnosis and similar initial treatment to LSES patients should display worse survival than those NLSES patients who were similar on presentation features but whose cancer treatment was typical of the less disadvantaged NLSES patients. Other questions may include the following: Do LSES patients present with more advanced cancers at diagnosis? Do LSES patients present at diagnosis with more comorbid conditions, such as prior heart attacks? Do LSES patients receive inferior treatment, given their presentation? The answers to these questions contribute to understanding the disparity in survival that has been observed in many studies. This study examines these types of questions closely and reports on the impact of both presentation factors at diagnosis and initial treatment on the overall survival disparity observed between LSES and NLSES patients.
To answer these important questions, this study uses a recently introduced approach, tapered multivariate matching, [25] [26] [27] [28] to examine the extent of observed disparities in breast cancer survival by SES level for older non-Hispanic white, black, and Hispanic white women in Medicare and, more important, to understand how contributing factors relate to that disparity. In tapered matching, we sequentially match a fixed set of patients (usually the minority patients or patients with the worst outcomes-a group we call the "focal" population) to matched controls (usually those patient groups with the most advantages) on increasingly comprehensive sets of variables. The focal groups in this study will be LSES non-Hispanic whites, LSES blacks, and LSES Hispanic whites (hereafter referred to as LSES Hispanics). For each match, controls will be drawn from a larger cohort of NLSES non-Hispanic white patients (the most advantaged). Our goal is to understand the extent of, and reasons for, disparities in outcomes between the focal and control groups. As we incrementally match NLSES controls to the LSES focal group on additional covariates, we can directly observe how the matched NLSES cohort changes, both in terms of survival and in terms of unmatched covariates. Figure 1 displays a hypothetical Kaplan-Meier curve of breast cancer survival for LSES focal patients (bottom curve) and 3 matched NLSES control groups: (1) NLSES controls matched only on demographics (age, year of diagnosis, and Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results [SEER] site) (top curve); (2) NLSES controls matched on both presentation factors and demographics (eg, tumor stage, size, pathology, patient comorbidities like diabetes and heart failure as well as the demographic variables of age, year of diagnosis, SEER site); and finally (3) NLSES controls matched on treatment variables (eg, surgery, NLSES controls matched only on demographics (age, year of diagnosis, and SEER site) (top); (2) NLSES controls matched on both presentation factors and demographics (eg, tumor stage, size, pathology, patient comorbidities like diabetes and heart failure as well as the demographic variables); and finally (3) NLSES controls matched on treatment variables (eg, surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy) and both presentation factors and demographic variables. Note the size of the total disparity at a specified follow-up time is D TOT ; the disparity associated with differences in how patients present on admission is the D PRES , which is the difference in survival between the control group that is matched on demographics and the control group that is matched on both demographics and presentation factors. The disparity D TX is the difference in survival between the control group that is matched on presentation and demographics factors and the control group that is matched on treatment, presentation, and demographics. If there is any disparity noted after the treatment match, we refer to that as the residual disparity (D RES ).
radiation, and chemotherapy) as well as presentation factors and demographic variables.
Note the total disparity at a specified follow-up time is D TOT , representing the difference in survival between the NLSES group and the LSES focal group, matching just on demographics (year, SEER site, and age). The disparity associated with differences in how patients present at diagnosis is D PRES, which is the difference between the survival of the NLSES controls matched only on demographics and the NLSES controls matched on both demographics and presentation. Because the LSES focal group does not change between the demographics and presentation matches, and because the only change between the 2 matches is the addition of presentation variables, the change in the survival disparity can be attributed to the additional control for differences in presentation characteristics, and therefore, D PRES represents that share of the total disparity D TOT . The disparity component D TX is the difference in survival between the NLSES controls matched only on presentation and demographics and the NLSES controls matched on treatment, presentation, and demographics variables. Because the LSES focal group does not change between the presentation and treatment matches, and because the only change between the 2 matches is the addition of treatment variables, the change in the survival disparity can be attributed to the additional control for differences in treatment, and therefore, D TX represents that share of the total disparity D TOT . If there is any difference in survival noted after the treatment match, we refer to that as the residual disparity (D RES ).
An advantage of tapered matching is that it allows for a transparent assessment of the contribution of D PRES and D TX to the total survival disparity D TOT by comparing controls matched for different characteristics. Furthermore, we can formally test the differences in outcomes between sets of controls matched for different variables at the 3 stages of the tapered match. 26, 27, 29 In so doing, we can understand the point in the health care process at which the survival disparities are produced, in order to help policymakers determine the most effective approach to reducing these disparities.
For each focal group of LSES patients and set of matched NLSES controls, we will carefully examine the gap in baseline health at the point of diagnosis, as well as the gap in treatment rendered to each group. Furthermore, for each matched comparison we will also examine differences in the use of preventive services (both screening services and management of comorbid conditions) prior to diagnosis, in order to understand whether these may relate to subsequent presentation and survival disparities. Using tapered matching clearly displays specific clinical features of each patient group along the disparity pathwaysuch as differences in the rates of preexisting diabetes and heart failure between focal groups and matched patients of disparate socioeconomic status, or the differences in the use of radiation therapy after carefully matching patients for disease stage and tumor size.
With this methodology, we are able to examine the influence of socioeconomic factors without the confounder of race by matching NLSES non-Hispanic white patients to LSES non-Hispanic white patients. We further present 2 additional matching studies comparing NLSES nonHispanic white patients to both LSES black and LSES Hispanic patients to study the extent of combined racial, ethnic, and SES effects on breast cancer survival in those LSES patients. We use NLSES non-Hispanic white patients for the control group in each analysis because they represent the group with the absence of apparent socioeconomic disadvantages and therefore can function to provide a reasonable expectation of a potential outcome that is as positive as possible. This also adheres to the principle that outcomes in disadvantaged groups should always be benchmarked to the least disadvantaged group. 30, 31 As will be observed, even within just the white non-Hispanic population, SES alone is associated with a very large survival disparity. Finally, we present other survival analyses in which we match NLSES patients to LSES patients stratified by race.
Methods

Patient Population
This research protocol was approved by the institutional review board of the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia. We acquired the SEERMedicare database containing patients who were newly diagnosed with breast cancer between 1992 and 2010 in 17 SEER sites throughout the United States and who were followed for mortality status up to December 31, 2013. 32 Each SEER site records demographic, tumor biology, treatment, and survival data for every person diagnosed with cancer in the region. We merged each person's Patient Entitlement and Diagnosis Summary File (PEDSF) with their Medicare Inpatient, Outpatient, Carrier/Part B, Hospice, and Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF) files.
We excluded patients who were male; who were diagnosed with noninvasive breast cancer (ductal carcinoma in situ); whose diagnosis month in PEDSF was missing; who were not enrolled in Medicare; whose PEDSF record could not be linked to Medicare claims; who were less than 66 years old at diagnosis; or who were diagnosed before 1992. See online Appendix I for a complete summary of the cohort selection process.
Defining Patient Characteristics. We used the SEER race and ethnicity algorithm to identify non-Hispanic white, black, and Hispanic breast cancer patients diagnosed during the study period. Patient comorbidities were defined with ICD-9-CM codes identified in Medicare claims in the 12 months before diagnosis (see online Appendix II for a list of comorbidities). 26 We also calculated a risk score based on the Charlson Comorbidity Index. 33 Defining Socioeconomic Status. We used 3 measures to define whether a patient was of LSES. Identification as LSES required Medicare-Medicaid dual eligibility at the time of diagnosis according to PEDSF and residence in a neighborhood with over 20% of inhabitants below the federal poverty level and over 20% without a high school diploma. Controls must not have been dual-eligible and not be living in a neighborhood with poverty or high school noncompletion levels above 20%.
Tumor Biology. Patient tumor characteristics, including stage, size in centimeters, grade, estrogen receptor (ER) status, and progesterone receptor (PR) status, were obtained from PEDSF. For patients diagnosed in 2010, we used the newly made available data on human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) to define their breast cancer subtype in terms of all 3 hormone receptors (estrogen receptor, progesterone receptor, and HER2).
Treatment Variables. We determined patients' initial treatment using Medicare claims supplemented by PEDSF. We defined surgery and chemotherapy using ICD-9 and Current Procedure Terminology (CPT) billing codes from Medicare claims, with surgery divided into conserving and nonconserving subtypes. We also used the PEDSF to define nodal status as a proxy for the surgeon's aggressiveness in treatment (see online Appendix IV for nodal variables). For patients who received chemotherapy, we further defined whether they received doxorubicin only, taxanes, or other agents (eg, mitomycin), or if there was evidence that chemotherapy was received but no specific agent identified. Radiation therapy was determined using administrative codes. The analytic window for defining initial treatment was the first 6 months after diagnosis for surgery and chemotherapy and the first 9 months for radiation.
See online Appendices III, IV, and V for complete, categorized surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy code lists.
Statistical Analysis
Matching Methodology. As described earlier, we used tapered matching to generate a series of matches for each comparison of LSES and NLSES patients. [25] [26] [27] [28] The fixed focal group for all matches consisted of patients with LSES as defined previously, with matched controls always drawn from NLSES patients. For each focal group, we performed 3 matches that constructed sets of pairs of LSES and NLSES patients. First, the demographics match paired patients by their age at diagnosis, the SEER site where they were diagnosed, diagnosis year, and treatment era (between 1992 and 1998 . We use the term presentation because it accounts for patient risk factors at the time patients presented to the health system with their first diagnosis of breast cancer. Finally, the treatment match controlled for all variables in the first 2 matches as well as the types of treatment patients received. Patients were matched exactly for crucial treatment variables, such as lack of treatment, type of surgery, and the presence of adjuvant radiation with breast-conserving surgery (see online Appendix VI for detailed descriptions of all matching algorithms). Each match also included a score predicting LSES (a propensity score to be in the LSES population). The propensity scores used in each match came from logistic regressions predicting LSES using the variables to be controlled in that match, eg, demographics covariates in the demographics match. Matching on a propensity score tends to balance variables in the score. 34, 35 As has been recommended by Rubin and others, 36 matching was performed first, without viewing outcomes. Matching was accomplished using the MIPMatch package 37 in R. 38 While the accepted practice in disparities research is to benchmark disadvantaged groups to the least disadvantaged group (in our case, NLSES non-Hispanic whites), 30, 31 we also sought to better understand the effect of LSES within minority groups. Therefore, we also performed race-stratified tapered matching analyses, comparing LSES black patients to NLSES black patients and comparing LSES Hispanic patients to NLSES Hispanic patients. Unfortunately, it is not easy to find large populations of NLSES minority patients to match to LSES minorities. To facilitate comparisons, we applied full matching to the tapered matching framework, 39 performing all matches with the sets of covariates described earlier. Full matching enables us to generate matches even in challenging situations where the number of LSES focal patients is similar to the number of available NLSES controls, by using matched sets of varied sizes, and correcting for this using weights. Apart from deviating from the standard of comparing disadvantaged groups to the least disadvantaged group, the full matching approach comes at a cost of reduced analytic transparency and does not permit comparisons among control groups using the exterior match. 29 For these reasons and the principle that disadvantaged groups should be compared to the least disadvantaged group, the matches that used NLSES non-Hispanic whites as controls serve as our primary analyses. Full matching was accomplished using the Optmatch package 40 in R.
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Statistical Tests and Outcomes. After matching, we tested to ensure the matches were balanced. For each variable, we calculated the standardized difference after matching, which is the difference in means between focal LSES patients and NLSES matched controls as a proportion of the variable's standard deviation before matching. [41] [42] [43] An informal standard is to attain standardized differences below 0.2 for all variables, although we aimed to keep all standardized differences below 0.1 as has been achieved in recent work. 27 We also assessed balance using 2-sample randomization tests, specifically the Wilcoxon rank sum test for each continuous covariate and Fisher's exact test for each binary one, thereby comparing the balance achieved by matching to the balance expected from complete randomization. 44 In a completely randomized experiment, 1 in every 20 covariates would be expected to exhibit a p ࣘ 0.05 imbalance in such a randomization test.
The primary outcome was 5-year survival from breast cancer diagnosis, although median survival in months is also reported. SEER reports diagnosis month, not date, so patients were assigned a diagnosis date of the 15th of the diagnosis month, unless a dated surgery bill preceded the 15th of the month. When testing the hypothesis of no difference in survival outcomes between the matched LSES and NLSES patients, we used the Prentice-Wilcoxon statistic. 45 We also examined the hazard ratio associated with LSES status after each match using the paired version of the Cox proportional hazards model. 46 Paired Cox models were also used to examine LSES versus NLSES hazard ratios for black patients and Hispanic white patients after completing full matching. We also studied treatment as an outcome of the presentation match, including a composite outcome of inappropriate treatment, which consisted of no surgery in early-stage disease, no treatment in late-stage disease, or conserving surgery without radiation regardless of stage. These secondary continuous and binary outcomes were tested using the Wilcoxon sign-rank statistic 47 and McNemar statistic, 48 respectively. We obtained standard errors and p-values for paired differences in Kaplan-Meier survival probabilities using the bootstrap method applied to matched pairs. 49 Comparisons between NLSES controls in different matches were performed by applying the Prentice-Wilcoxon test to an exterior match that constructed nonoverlapping control groups from 2 given groups of matched controls. 29, 45, 50 We also analyzed measures of preventive care utilization before diagnosis by LSES populations and their matched NLSES controls. Using the methods developed by Bach and colleagues and Pham and colleagues, 51, 52 we identified patients' primary care visits and determined whether they had a usual source of primary care in the 6 to 18 months prior to diagnosis. In that same window, we also scanned the claims for evidence of screening mammography, as well as other preventive care services such as cholesterol and colon cancer screens. The assessment window of 6 to 18 months excluding the first 6 months before diagnosis improves the likelihood that the observed utilization reflects typical behaviors rather than activities related to the eventual diagnosis itself. We analyzed only those pairs where both patients in the pair had 18 months of look-back with complete fee-for-service coverage. Differences in the binary primary and preventive care measures in qualifying pairs were tested using the McNemar statistic. 48 See online Appendix VII for more details on the primary and preventive care algorithms.
Findings were considered significant if p ࣘ 0.05 using a 2-tailed test. All tests were calculated using either SAS software (Version 9.3 of the SAS system for UNIX) 53 or R.
Results
We identified 1,890 non-Hispanic white, 1,824 black, and 723 Hispanic women who were diagnosed with invasive breast cancer between 1992 and 2010 and met our definition of LSES and all inclusion and exclusion criteria. The control population for matching comprised 60,307 non-Hispanic white women who were NLSES and met all other criteria. Table 1 demonstrates that SES characteristics were, as intentionally constructed, very different between SES groups. In fact, the groups were well differentiated even on SES variables not used to bifurcate LSES patients from NLSES patients. For example, regardless of race or ethnicity, NLSES patients came from neighborhoods with more than double the median income of neighborhoods where LSES patients resided. In aggregate, the entire control reservoir of NLSES non-Hispanic whites, none of whom were Medicare-Medicaid dual-eligible, came from neighborhoods with a median income of $62,559, with 6.3% below the poverty level, and 89.7% with a high school diploma or GED. This stands in contrast to the LSES non-Hispanic whites, all of whom were dual-eligible, with neighborhood median income of $28,035, 23.1% below the poverty level, and 64.6% with a high school diploma; LSES blacks were from neighborhoods with a median income of $27,685, with 26.1% below the poverty level, and 62.0% with a high school diploma; and Hispanics were from neighborhoods with a median income of $27,665, with 27.5% below the poverty level and 52.6% with a high school diploma. All contrasts of LSES groups to NLSES non-Hispanic whites were significant at p < 0.0001.
The Quality of the Matches
Sections 2a, 2b, and 2c of Table 2 , report the quality of the matches for selected covariates in the 3 different focal groups (LSES non-Hispanic whites, LSES blacks, and LSES Hispanics, respectively), with each focal group always matched to NLSES non-Hispanic whites. For each section, LSES patients (the focal groups) are in the far-left column, with treatment-, presentation-, and demographics-matched NLSES nonHispanic whites in each subsequent column going from left to right. Bolded results report covariates that were included in the match, and Days from Dx to Tx, of those who were treated (mean) 
Examining Presentation and Treatment Differences by Socioeconomic Status
In Table 2 we see consistently worse presentation factors in the LSES patients. For example, 6.6% of LSES non-Hispanic white patients were diagnosed with stage IV disease versus 3.6% of matched NLSES nonHispanic white patients (p < 0.0001) and 15.6% of LSES non-Hispanic white patients had tumor sizes of 4 cm or more versus 10.9% of NLSES patients (p < 0.0001). LSES non-Hispanic whites also had more comorbidities: for example, 37.8% had diabetes, compared to just 19% of NLSES whites matched for demographics (p < 0.0001). In general, similar patterns were observed across all 3 LSES focal groups, except that disparities in presentation were largest for blacks and smallest for Hispanics. Even after controlling for differences in presentation factors, LSES patients had some important differences in treatment received relative to NLSES patients (Table 2 ). This is important because a treatment difference that merely reflects a difference in presentation is not a disparity; rather, a disparity is a treatment difference among patients with the same presentation. For example, LSES non-Hispanic white patients received mastectomy with no other treatment far more frequently (33.2% vs 22.0%, p < 0.0001) and were less likely to receive conserving surgery with radiation (19.5% vs 28.1%, p < 0.0001); any radiation (33.3% vs 46.3%, p < 0.0001); or chemotherapy (35.5% vs 42.5%, p < 0.0001) than their presentation-matched NLSES non-Hispanic white controls. Other treatment differences were more modest but generally favored the NLSES group. Similar results were observed for LSES black and LSES Hispanic patients, who also had less radiation and chemotherapy. Importantly, LSES blacks were the only group that received significantly less surgery and also the only group that received a significantly higher rate of inappropriate treatment (24.7% vs 18.1%, p < 0.0001) compared to NLSES non-Hispanic whites, despite similar presentation characteristics. See online Appendix Table 9 for analyses of additional treatment differences.
We also examined rates of diagnosis of triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) across SES levels among all patients diagnosed in 2010, stratified by racial/ethnic group. Here, we found no difference in TNBC rates between LSES and NLSES patients (see online Appendix Table 10 ).
Survival Results for LSES Non-Hispanic Whites Compared to NLSES Non-Hispanic Whites
In Table 3 we display survival differences between LSES patients and NLSES matched controls. Differences in survival were large and significant between LSES and NLSES non-Hispanic white women closely matched for demographics (age, year, and SEER site). Median survival in the LSES group was 84 months versus 126 months in the NLSES group matched for demographics (p < 0.0001), corresponding to 5-year survival rates of 61.4% versus 75.1%, respectively, or an overall disparity of 13.7% (95% confidence interval [CI]: 10.8%, 16.6%).
Five-year survival was 75.1% for NLSES patients in the demographics match, reflecting survival in NLSES patients who both presented like NLSES patients and were treated like NLSES patients. In NLSES patients matched for presentation, reflecting NLSES patients who presented like LSES patients but were treated like NLSES patients, we see a drop in 5-year survival to 66.4% (an absolute decline of 8.8%, p < 0.0001, using the exterior match), suggesting that presentation factors make up about two-thirds of the overall disparity (8.8/13.7 = 64%). The treatmentmatched cohort also had a very similar 5-year survival rate of 66.0%. Abbreviations: LSES, low socioeconomic status; NA, not applicable; NLSES, not-low socioeconomic status.
All confidence intervals and p-values for median and 5-year NLSES -LSES survival differences were based on bootstrapped standard errors. The PrenticeWilcoxon test assessed the difference in the survival curves using all available follow-up data.
a LSES patients must have been dual-eligible and residing in neighborhoods with an FPL of 20% or more and with fewer than 80% of residents having a high school diploma or GED. To be NLSES, patients must not have been dual-eligible and must have resided in neighborhoods that did not have an FPL of 20% or more, or fewer than 80% of residents having a high school diploma or GED. The difference in survival between the NLSES non-Hispanic whites matched to LSES non-Hispanic whites for treatment and NLSES nonHispanic whites matched to LSES non-Hispanic whites for presentation only was not significant (p = 0.6844, see online Appendix Table 11 ). In other words, NLSES patients who presented like LSES patients and were treated like NLSES patients fared no differently than NLSES patients who presented like LSES patients and were treated like LSES patients, implying treatment differences did not explain the observed survival disparity between LSES and NLSES non-Hispanic white groups. Figure  2 presents the survival of the LSES non-Hispanic white cohort and the 3 NLSES non-Hispanic white cohorts described earlier. As the figure shows, the survival curves for the presentation-and treatment-matched NLSES non-Hispanic white cohorts are very similar.
Survival Results for LSES Blacks Compared to NLSES Non-Hispanic Whites
The median survival for LSES black women was 73 months, compared to 120 months for NLSES white women with comparable age at diagnosis, year of diagnosis, and SEER sites of residence, a difference of 47 months, or nearly 4 years (p < 0.0001) (see Table 3 ). In this same match, LSES black patients had a 5-year survival estimate of 56.5%, compared to 72.9% for NLSES non-Hispanic whites (p < 0.0001). Additional matching to control for presentation factors reduced median survival for NLSES non-Hispanic whites to 90 months (p < 0.0001) and the 5-year survival rate to 61.3% (p = 0.0012). Finally, matching for treatment reduced median survival to 84 months, still 11 months more than among LSES black women (p = 0.0020). Five-year survival was also slightly higher for NLSES non-Hispanic whites compared to LSES blacks (59.5% vs 56.5%, p = 0.0414) (see Figure 3) . Unlike in the non-Hispanic white matches, the difference in survival between NLSES non-Hispanic whites matched to LSES blacks for treatment and NLSES non-Hispanic whites matched to LSES blacks for presentation was significant (p = 0.0162; see online Appendix Table 11 ), suggesting that treatment differences between LSES blacks and NLSES non-Hispanic whites did contribute to the overall survival disparity experienced by LSES blacks.
Survival Results for LSES Hispanics Compared to NLSES Non-Hispanic Whites
The median survival for LSES Hispanic women was 106 months, compared to 145 months for NLSES white women with comparable age at diagnosis, year of diagnosis, and SEER sites of residence, a difference of 39 months, or more than 3 years (p = 0.0002) (see Table 3 ). In this same match, LSES Hispanic patients had a 5-year survival estimate of 68.4%, compared to 79.8% for NLSES non-Hispanic whites (p < 0.0001). Additional matching to control for presentation factors reduced median survival for NLSES non-Hispanic whites to 110 months (p = 0.6738) and the 5-year survival rate to 70.5% (p = 0.3666). Finally, matching for treatment reduced median survival to 108 months, still 2 months more than among LSES Hispanic women (p = 0.6950). Five-year survival was slightly lower for NLSES non-Hispanic whites compared to LSES Hispanics, though not significantly so (67.0% vs 68.4%, p = 0.5180) (see Figure 4) . The difference in survival between NLSES nonHispanic whites matched to LSES Hispanics for treatment and NLSES non-Hispanic whites matched to LSES Hispanics for presentation was not significant (p = 0.3596; see online Appendix Table 11 ), despite an apparent trend toward diverging survival beginning at 36 months after diagnosis.
Differences in Survival Between LSES Black Patients and NLSES Black Patients
In addition to the LSES black versus NLSES non-Hispanic white analysis, we also performed full matches between the 1,824 LSES black patients and 1,754 NLSES black patients. 39 To the extent that a full match has sets of varied sizes, a full match is less efficient than a paired study with the same number of people, and the "effective" sample size is the size of a paired study with the same sampling precision. The effective sample sizes after matching ranged from 1,250 pairs in the demographics match to 1,360 pairs in the treatment match. We then used stratified Cox models to examine differences in survival. All Cox models included adjustment for residual differences in SEER site, and Cox models for the presentation and treatment matches also added adjustment for residual differences in comorbidities. After matching for demographics, the hazard ratio associated with LSES was 1.482 (p < 0.0001), which was smaller than the 1.805 hazard ratio between LSES blacks and NLSES non-Hispanic whites matched for demographics seen in Table 3 . After additional matching for presentation factors, the hazard ratio associated with LSES declined to 1.353 (p < 0.0001), which was comparable to the 1.266 hazard ratio between LSES blacks and NLSES non-Hispanic whites matched for presentation seen in Table 3 . Finally, after additional matching for treatment factors, the hazard ratio associated with LSES was 1.381 (p < 0.0001), similar to the 1.353 hazard ratio between LSES blacks and NLSES blacks matched for presentation alone, but larger than the 1.081 hazard ratio between LSES blacks and NLSES non-Hispanic whites matched for treatment seen in Table 3 . See online Appendix Table 12 for full matching tables and online Appendix Table 14 for Cox model results.
Differences in Survival Between LSES Hispanics and NLSES Hispanics
In addition to the LSES Hispanic versus NLSES non-Hispanic white analysis, we also performed full matches between the 723 LSES Hispanic patients and 1,194 NLSES Hispanic patients. We then used stratified Cox models to examine differences in survival. As with the LSES black versus NLSES black analysis of full matches, all Cox models included adjustment for residual differences in SEER site, and Cox models for the presentation and treatment matches also added adjustment for residual differences in comorbidities. The effective sample sizes ranged from 690 pairs in the demographics match to 715 pairs in the treatment match. After matching for demographics, the hazard ratio associated with LSES was 1.599 (p < 0.0001), which was comparable to the 1.565 hazard ratio between LSES Hispanics and NLSES non-Hispanic whites matched for demographics seen in Table 3 . After additional matching for presentation factors, the hazard ratio associated with LSES declined to 1.103 (p = 0.2700), which was comparable to the 1.105 hazard ratio between LSES Hispanics and NLSES non-Hispanic whites matched for presentation seen in Table 3 . Finally, after additional matching for treatment factors, the hazard ratio associated with LSES was 1.075 (p = 0.4120), which was slightly larger than the 0.925 hazard ratio between LSES Hispanics and NLSES non-Hispanic whites matched for treatment seen in Table 3 . See online Appendix Table 13 for full matching tables and online Appendix Table 15 for Cox model results.
Postmatch Adjustments for Differences in Estrogen Receptor (ER) Status
As a proxy for analysis of TNBC, we performed postmatch adjustments on the presentation match for ER status using paired Cox models and report these in online Appendix Table 16 . The hazard ratio for LSES whites versus NLSES whites was 1.225 in our original results and 1.226 in the ER-adjusted results; for LSES blacks versus NLSES whites, the hazard ratios were 1.266 versus 1.258; and for LSES Hispanics versus NLSES whites the hazard ratios were 1.015 versus 1.010. Given how close these results were, it would appear that ER status differences were not driving the survival disparities we reported from our matched analyses. See online Appendix Table 16 for results for all adjustments and matches. Table 4 reports preventive care utilization rates in the 6 to 18 months prior to diagnosis. There were large and significant disparities in utilization between LSES populations and NLSES controls, particularly in screening mammography. Of LSES non-Hispanic whites, 17.5% had a screening mammography during the analysis window, compared to 39.1% of NLSES non-Hispanic whites matched for demographics (p < 0.0001). Similarly, large differences in mammography use were also observed in the demographics match for black women (19.1% vs 38.4% in NLSES white controls, p < 0.0001) and for Hispanic women (16.6% vs 39.7% in NLSES whites, p < 0.0001). These differences remained after additional matching for eventual presentation and treatment factors. In addition to lower rates of mammography, all 3 LSES groups were significantly less likely to have had a primary care visit during the analysis window, with LSES rates for all groups below 85% and NLSES rates always being above 90% regardless of the match.
Differences in Preventive Care Utilization by Socioeconomic Status
Discussion
Across racial and ethnic groups, patients with LSES have worse survival from breast cancer. Through tapered matching, we were able to transparently examine how differences in specific sets of patient factors contributed to the overall survival disparity. By sequentially controlling for differences in demographics, presentation, and treatment, we observed how overall survival changed in NLSES controls as compared to the fixed LSES group, after each match.
LSES Patients Present With More Advanced Disease and Comorbid Conditions
Tapered matching allowed us to directly see the differences in the way LSES and NLSES patients presented at diagnosis. The health of LSES patients was far worse than that of NLSES controls, both with respect to tumor characteristics and with respect to patient health as measured by comorbidities. We saw that all focal groups of LSES patients had higher rates of stage IV cancer at diagnosis than their NLSES demographicsmatched controls, with the LSES non-Hispanic whites diagnosed at a rate of 6.6% versus 3.6% for NLSES controls, the LSES black population diagnosed at a rate of 8.2% versus 4.1% in NLSES controls, and the LSES Hispanic population diagnosed at a rate of 5.8% versus 2.8% in NLSES controls. We also saw higher rates of important comorbidities in the LSES populations than in the NLSES controls. 
Understanding the Relative Effects of Presentation and Treatment on Survival Disparities
We found that almost two-thirds of the overall survival disparity between LSES and NLSES patients was due to conditions at presentation (variables describing the tumor and variables describing the patient's comorbidities at diagnosis). The survival statistics were sobering to consider. In non-Hispanic whites, the LSES median survival was 84 months versus 126 months for NLSES non-Hispanic whites. After matching the NLSES non-Hispanic whites on variables at diagnosis (the presentation match), the NLSES survival fell to 100 months. For blacks, the survival disparities were even larger, with black LSES median survival of only 73 months versus 120 months in the matched NLSES non-Hispanic white population, falling to 90 months when matched on presentation factors. LSES Hispanic patients, in an absolute sense, fared slightly better with a median survival of 106 months versus a matched NLSES nonHispanic white median survival of 145 months, falling to 110 months after presentation factors were matched. In each case, presentation factors explained most of the disparity between LSES and NLSES patients. Though differences in geography across LSES racial/ethnic populations make the differences in survival disparities between LSES focal groups difficult to interpret, it would appear that LSES black patients have the worst survival and experience the greatest total disparities among these groups.
After further matching LSES patients and NLSES controls on the treatment they received, along with demographics and presentation variables, we were able to compare survival between these NLSES controls and the NLSES controls matched only for demographics and presentation. For whites and Hispanics, treatment did not significantly affect the disparity; however, for black patients, we did observe important treatment differences and did find a significant treatment effect on the disparity, though this effect was small compared to the effect of presentation factors. Why treatment variables do not seem to have a great influence on the SES survival disparity is not clear, though it is possible that, as we previously reported in the case of racial disparities in cancer, 4,25-28 treatment disparities matter less when patients present with more advanced disease and have a greater burden of comorbidities. Together, these findings should inform policymakers that attempts to reduce survival disparities across populations of different SES must concentrate on improving health at diagnosis. While we did see differences in treatment after controlling for presentation, these differences did not account for the large SES survival disparity.
Exploring the Effect of SES Independent of Race
While the standard in disparities research is to benchmark each disadvantaged group to the least disadvantaged group (in our case, NLSES non-Hispanic whites), 30, 31 we also investigated the effect of SES specifically among black patients, and among Hispanic patients, comparing LSES patients to NLSES patients within each racial/ethnic group. Because the number of NLSES black and Hispanic patients was similar to the number of LSES black and Hispanic patients, we applied full matching to the tapered matching framework to create matched sets that sequentially controlled for demographics, presentation, and then treatment. We found similar results in the LSES black versus NLSES black analysis to the LSES black versus NLSES non-Hispanic white analysis, in that differences in presentation were more responsible for survival disparities than treatment differences. LSES black patients had significantly higher risk of mortality than NLSES black patients, with an additional control for treatment barely changing the LSES black versus NLSES black hazard ratio. We did see a larger total disparity when comparing LSES blacks to NLSES whites than when comparing LSES blacks to NLSES blacks, possibly because of both racial and SES disparities contributing to this apparently larger disparity, or due to a difference in the meaning of NLSES between white and black patients.
There was also a significant disparity in survival between LSES and NLSES Hispanics, which was no longer significant after controlling for differences in presentation characteristics. It appears that for all racial/ethnic stratified analyses (white vs white, black vs black, and Hispanic vs Hispanic), presentation differences play the largest role in explaining breast cancer survival disparities by SES.
Limitations
There are important limitations to our study. First, the analysis used only women who were residing in 17 SEER sites and who were age 66 or older at diagnosis, while the median age of breast cancer diagnosis for all women is 61. 54 Although this limits generalizability to patients diagnosed at younger ages when aggressive tumors are more common, or to regions beyond SEER, use of these data did permit standardization of insurance status across SES levels and access to highly detailed data on baseline health status and cancer biology, as well as cancer treatment and preventive care utilization. Furthermore, because our study included only patients who were enrolled in and actively using the Medicare system, our analysis may underestimate the extent of the SES survival disparity. Additionally, our study was based on all-cause mortality-better data on actual cause of death may have strengthened the study.
We did not have details on TNBC for most of the patients in the study, and black women are known to have a higher incidence of TNBC tumors. 55 However, the relationship with SES is unclear. Bauer and colleagues did observe slightly higher odds of TNBC in LSES neighborhoods in California after adjusting for age, race, stage, and grade, although nearly half the patients in that study had incomplete tumor marker information. 56 However, a more recent study by Akinyemiju and colleagues using the entire SEER database of patients diagnosed in 2010 found no association between TNBC and SES among non-Hispanic white women after adjusting for age at diagnosis. 57 In our study, we examined the distribution of TNBC by race/ethnicity and SES and saw that there was no relationship between TNBC and SES within any of the racial/ethnic groups (see online Appendix Table 10 ). Also, we found similar results to our primary analysis in the race-stratified presentation analyses comparing LSES black patients to NLSES black patients using full matching, where TNBC rates should be similar between both black populations.
Additionally, we did not have data on hormonal therapy for most patients for defining treatment. Wang and Du recently reported only a small difference in the rates of hormonal therapy between high-and low-SES women 58 in their study population of 25,128 hormone receptorpositive breast cancer patients in SEER-Medicare enrolled in Part D with information on prescribed hormonal therapy. After adjusting for race, stage, and other presentation factors, there was no difference in the probability of receiving hormonal therapy between the upper and lower quartile of neighborhood poverty among 4,771 patients who received chemotherapy. In 20,357 patients who did not receive chemotherapy, patients in the highest SES quartile did have a significantly elevated rate of hormonal therapy relative to the lowest quartile, but the absolute difference was small (69.9% in the upper quartile of SES vs 67.6% in the lowest quartile). This small difference could not explain the large disparity in survival that we report.
Finally, the survival disparities we observed may be susceptible to lead-time bias, although our careful control for tumor size may have attenuated its effect.
Breast Cancer Survival Disparities and Health Care Policy
The precise effects of poverty and race on survival outcomes from breast cancer cannot be easily separated, [59] [60] [61] as racial disparities are often correlated with SES disparities. Our study sheds new light on the relationship between race and SES when analyzing disparities because it addresses the effects of SES and race independently by analyzing the effect of SES within racial and ethnic groups and the combined effect of race and SES on survival relative to the least disadvantaged NLSES white patients. One especially important new finding presented here is that even within the non-Hispanic white population, we see a very large SES effect on the presentation of patients diagnosed with breast cancer, as well as subsequent survival.
It is well known that socioeconomic status plays a significant role in health and life expectancy. 12, [62] [63] [64] [65] We often think of Medicare and Medicaid as safety net programs that aim to bring equality in health care to Americans despite income differences brought on for any reason, including old age, disability, or poverty. Our results display survival disparities in breast cancer by SES in the United States that are large despite these safety net programs. It is interesting to contrast the recent findings of Sommers and colleagues with our work. 65 The authors of that study concluded that while expansion of insurance via the Affordable Care Act (ACA) was perceived by racially and economically disadvantaged groups to be very helpful to them, insurance actually played a very small role in the attenuation of differences in perceived quality, cost, and access to care between disadvantaged and affluent populations. Importantly, Sommers examined a survey of 10,000 patients of varying insurance types conducted after the ACA went into effect in 2010, with no conditions on health status; in contrast, we examined only patients in the Medicare system diagnosed with breast cancer in 2010 or earlier. Since all our study population had insurance, we may have expected less of an effect from low SES than that noted by Sommers. Yet despite having Medicare and Medicaid, patients with low SES still had much lower survival. We suggested that the problem stems from inadequate preventive care, as patients with low SES had far worse disease on presentation, were in worse health, and had a history of receiving less health screening and less stable primary care providers. Sommers suggested that LSES patients perceived their care as poor. While there may be differences in the quality of care in our study, we could not explain the vast difference in survival by SES from our data on treatment after the diagnosis of breast cancer-because patients with NLSES who presented and were treated like LSES patients had the same survival as patients with NLSES who presented like LSES patients but were treated like NLSES patients. That is, treatment played only a minor role in explaining the survival disparity, especially among non-Hispanic whites and Hispanics. For LSES black women, we did see a small but significant effect of treatment on the survival disparity relative to NLSES white women.
It was also worrisome that LSES black women showed high rates of inappropriate care. While our results suggest that changes to treatment will resolve only a small proportion of the survival disparity experienced by LSES black women, policy steps must be taken to ensure LSES black women are receiving proper treatment when they are diagnosed with breast cancer.
Prior to the diagnosis of breast cancer, we did see less preventive care in LSES patients despite their having insurance through Medicare, and the health of LSES patients who were newly diagnosed with breast cancer was far worse. This suggests that deficiencies in preventive care may relate not only to suboptimal screening patterns but also to the quality and thoroughness of preventive care for LSES patients in general in managing their comorbid conditions. Our finding that all LSES cohorts had significantly lower rates of primary care visits supports this possibility. The recent study of Sommers suggests that despite patients gaining insurance through the ACA, the expanded coverage alone may not be sufficient to improve outcomes or close gaps in quality across socioeconomic tiers or racial/ethnic groups. Our study of differences in breast cancer survival between insured patients of different SES levels and racial/ethnic groups corroborates the finding of Sommers-with which we completely agree. Our results strongly suggest that a large share of patients' outcomes has already been decided before the patients are seen by the health care system for cancer treatment. Efforts to reduce survival disparities in breast cancer must concentrate on reaching patients to improve their health before diagnosis. Insurance itself may be necessary but is not sufficient for reducing the SES disparity. Creative approaches to better preventive care are clearly needed.
Furthermore, efforts needed to reduce disparities in presentation for patients with LSES in the non-Hispanic white community may be very different from those efforts needed for the black or Hispanic communities. While we saw similar disparities in cancer screening and preventive care in LSES patients versus NLSES patients, our study does not explain why LSES patients do not seem to be fully taking advantage of the safety net programs that would pay for this screening. Such barriers to screening must be addressed if the overall SES survival disparity is to be addressed. What is clear is that concentrating only on treatment after diagnosis will not succeed in eliminating the observed SES disparity or the racial and ethnic disparities described herein.
Conclusion
In older patients in Medicare, SES disparities in breast cancer survival were large and significant. Generally, these differences in survival appear primarily to be caused by differences in presentation characteristics at diagnosis, and not by disparities in treatment, though treatment disparities were also apparent. Unfortunately, while insurance may be necessary to receive optimal preventive services and breast cancer treatment, insurance alone is not sufficient for reducing disparities linked to socioeconomic status, regardless of race or ethnicity.
